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Abstract: Cylotrimethylenetrinitramine (RDX), with the chemical formula C3H6N6O6,
is an energetic organic molecule used widely in military and industrial commodities of
explosives. By stimulating RDX through exerting temperature or mechanical conditions
such as impact or friction, decomposition reaction occurs at a very high rate. Molecular
dynamics techniques and LAMMPS code with Reactive Force Field (ReaxFF) potential
were employed to simulate initiation of RDX. Potential energy variations of the system
were calculated over time for five different temperatures up to 100 ps. The products of
decomposed system with respect to time were calculated at each stage of stimulation for
different values of temperature and thermal initiation stimulation energy in NVT and
NVE ensembles. The activation energy of decomposition was calculated 20.230
kcal.mol-1 through Arrhenius equation. The minimum required temperature to produce
H2 with temperature decomposition was about 2500 K and production times for several
conditions were calculated. The amount of nitrogen and hydrogen production were
increased with raising temperature and reached the maximum value at 3000 K. The
minimum impetus energy required to form the light species H2 is 66 kcal.mol-1.`
Keywords: RDX, LAMMPS, Molecular Dynamics, Shock Wave, Simulation

1. INTRODUCTION
1,3,5-Trinitroperhydro-1,3,5-triazine
also
known
as
Cylotrimethylenetrinitramine or RDX, a secondary high explosive, is widely
used in military and civil explosive devices that are able to safely release a
significant amount of energy. The decomposition reaction can be initiated by
increaseing applied heat and temperature to the extent more than its critical
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value. The reaction is a spontaneous molecular decomposition reaction in solid
state which releases energy about 335.5 kcal.mol -1. Practically, shockwave is
applied in order to initiate the reaction. Shockwave causes compression in this
material leading to an increase in temperature of small areas of the charge. This
compound in solid state belongs to the orthorhombic crystal system (space
group Pbca), which consists of 8 molecules C 3H6N6O6 per unit cell, equivalent
to 168 atoms and the crystal parameters are as follows [1]:
a = 13.182, b = 11.574, c = 10.709 Å,

𝛼 = 𝛽 = γ = 90o

According to the calculations and the empirical evidences, the first step in
decomposition of this molecule is the breakup of the weak bonds in N-NO2
bond and release of NO2.
Shockwave is of sudden change or disintegration in a series of
thermodynamics quantities such as pressure, temperature and density of the
system. This wave is generated mechanically or through explosion and
propagates in the studied case. This wave is formed when the propagation speed
of a disturbance is more than the longitudinal sound propagation speed in that
environment. In order to describe a shockwave in an object, Hugoniot equation
is used [2]:

U=Co +Su

(1)

Where U, C0, S and u show the shockwave speed, longitudinal sound
propagation speed in the material, an empirical constant and the particles
movement speed, respectively. The values of these quantities for different
materials are measured empirically and are also determined from calculations.
With the analytical relations, it is shown that increase in the internal energy of a
system caused by the collision of a shockwave is proportional to the increase in
the speed of particles caused by the applied shockwave.

1
Eint = u 2
2

(2)

Therefore molecular dynamics can be a useful tool for examining these
changes. For reaction initiation, shockwave is applied in which pressure or
velocity has to be higher than the critical value for matter. In lesser values, an
instant decomposition would not happen in a desired reaction path. General
approaches to generate an initiating shockwave is flyer impact with matter.
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Flyer is a very thin and small plate which is accelerated by a plasma generator
or laser towards the secondary high explosive plate. If the velocity of the flyer
exceeds the critical value, decomposition and destruction will be accomplished
in the secondary explosive [3,4].
In influenced area of shockwave with explosive material, the difference in
temperature and pressure quantities are high and these variations in a very small
time interval happen in atomic scale. The degree of the variations for a real
system in longitudinal section less than 1 mm and in a time interval of less than
a microsecond is about several GPa and temperature greater than 2000 K. In the
real system, decomposition rate in a defects-free crystalline solid RDX, is about
8750 m.s-1. With the assumption of linear decomposition speed along the
system, time range variations must be in the scale of femtosecond.
Time-Resolved Spectroscopy technique is used to record events in molecular
scale [5,6]. Methods based on Density Functional Theory (DFT) and quantum
computing are exploited in variety of researches for single or dual molecular
decomposition behavior [7-12]. DFT methods have been widely used to
determine the structure and properties of different materials physics [13-17].
Molecular Dynamics (MD) techniques are used to investigate events in
molecular scale, single cell and super cell [1, 15-20]. This technique is able to
predict conducted events in molecular and atomic scales with respect to the
introduced force field for RDX molecule with different precisions. In Molecular
Dynamics techniques with use of Reactive Force Field (ReaxFF), the theory of
bond degree is exploited in which bond degree between all atoms is calculated
for a large structure for each simulation time step.
Therefore, formation or breakdown of a new bond can be investigated. From
2003, ReaxFF utilization for secondary explosives (C, N, O, H elements) has
been reported [14, 23]. In the works of former researches, effect of shockwave
on RDX molecule has been investigated initially as temperature surge in a
region including a number of molecules. Effects related to crystal defects as
well as crystal collision plate with the wave have been simulated using
Molecular Dynamics techniques. Furthermore, the effect of shock wave
collision with the system has been investigated as a collision of a number of
RDX molecules with other molecules in different velocities [20-22]. Molecules
collision velocity is assumed to be equal to shockwave velocity.
From 2003, use of Multiscale Shock Technique (MSST) on variety of
materials (general and high-energy) in the US Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory (LLNL) has been started by Reed et al. in which for a relatively
large system, different quantities of Hugoniot equation are simulated and
determined with comparable accuracy in comparison with empirical values
[23,`24].
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In this study, the effect of thermal bath temperature and direct heat energy
impetus on crystalline defect free RDX decomposition is investigated by
reactive molecular dynamics.
2. SIMULATION DETAILS
2.1 Structure of system
To conduct the simulation, RDX cell structure was built first based on single
cell structure (with the use of XRD crystallography results for RDX) [25]. This
structure consists of 8 RDX molecules and 168 atoms. Simulation was
conducted on 216RDX system with 4536 atoms. Nanoparticle of 216RDX is
generated by reproduction of 3 units of 8RDX system in each dimension. Fig. 1
illustrates molecular structure of RDX molecule, its single cell and derived
super cell. The physical dimensions of used system are as follows:
a = 39.546, b = 34.722, c = 32.127 Å

α = 𝛽 = γ = 90o

2.2 Software
All the simulations in this research have been conducted using Large-scale
Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS) which is a
molecular dynamics software package. It is an open source software which is
provided by Sandia International laboratories [26, 27]. Visual Molecular
Dynamics (VMD) software is used to process the output information [28].
2.3 Potentials
In molecular dynamics a molecule is described as a series of charged points
(atoms) linked by simple springs (bonds). The force field is a collection of
equations and associated constants designed to reproduce molecular geometry
and selected properties of tested structures. This nanoparticle density is based
on the molecular weight of single RDX and the cell dimension that is equal to
1.806 g.ml-1. Boundary conditions were used for all simulations.
Reactive Force Field is the potential relating to chemical reactions in which
bonds are formed or broken down and ultimately, a new chemical structure is
achieved from the particles or system molecules. These force fields were
developed by Van Duin et al. in The Industrial Institute of California. Their
performance is also verified by several papers through the empirical
experiments and approximate quantum computing [22].
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Fig. 1 Molecular structure of 𝛼-RDX (left), 8RDX single unit cell (Center) and
216RDX system (right)
Reactive Force Field is used in order to fill the gap between quantum mechanics and
Empirical Force Field (EFF). Reactive Force Field relating to a molecular system
contains charge equilibrium between atoms from which momentary bond degree

is calculated in every time interval.
In simulation by using ReaxFF, the potential between atoms is altered and
consequently other energies share will also alter. In Fig. 2, bending potential
between two atoms is compared for reactive and non-reactive force field.
Energy variations caused by bent bond is less in ReaxFF compared to the nonreactive force field and is closer to reality. Complexity of potential equation
leads to increase in the computation time as well as increase in precision. The
simulation with reactive force field potential is about a million times faster than
DFT and 50 times slower than non-reactive force field [27, 30].
3. RESULTS
3.1 Energy transfer method
NVT and NVE ensembles are used in the calculations for shockwave exertion
simulation on this structure. In NVT ensembles, the whole assembly was placed
in a hypothetical thermal bath where temperature, volume and particles number
are constant. Chosen temperatures are a criterion of the induced temperature due
to the impact of shock wave on the RDX explosive.
In NVE ensembles, different quantities of thermal energy for a period of 500 fs
were applied to the system. The time of 500 fs is selected based on the RDX
explosion velocity and its cell dimension.
In NVT ensembles, the temperature range is set to be from 1500 to 3500 K. In
fact, this temperature is a criterion for the shockwave strength which is supplied
by a detonator. Temperature induction in the reaction initiation of RDX is
provided by a detonator output, as shown in Fig. 3. Detonator is a device
consisting of priming charge, a highly sensitive primary explosive and finally a
secondary high explosive. Electrical detonator is excited through an electrical
actuator and the output shockwave in the form of temperature induction and
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thermal energy flow causes the reaction initiation of RDX material. Energy of
detonator released in very short time.

Fig. 2. Bending potential function comparison between atoms for non-reactive and
Reactive Force Field as well as energy relative to their bond angles (With the
permission of Van Duin [27])

Fig. 3. A concept model for the reaction initiation of RDX explosive through
shockwave induction using an electrical detonator.

3.2 Effect of temperature on the system’s potential energy variations
RDX system was put in NVT ensemble with 5 different temperature
conditions and variations in the potential energy were calculated using ReaxFF
potential with 0.1 fs time step and the results are shown in Fig. 4 for 100 ps. The
system’s data are averaged and recorded in every 100 time steps (equivalent of
10 fs).
It is observed that variations have been made to the system with increasing
bath temperature, which leads to its more stable than the initial state. More
stable position of system means molecules resulting from decomposition are
more stable. Changes in the potential energy of the system that are equivalent to
rearrangement of atoms in molecules have begun with temperature induction.
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The initial increase in potential energy is equivalent to breaking of the bonds.
The decrease in potential energy is equivalent to the formation of new bonds
and more stable molecules. The chemical stability of particles produced at 3000
K was higher than other temperatures.
3.3 Molecules from system decomposition at different temperatures
The bond order algorithm was used to calculate changes in chemical bonds
(breaking or formation) from information that have stored for atomic moment
intervals at each time steps. These calculations for molecular changes were done
with post processing tools that released by LAMMPS site [27]. For RDX
molecules decomposition, there are several possible species that their energy
and stoichiometry is different.
Over time, intermediate species have converted to more stable molecules that
are consequently a reduction in the system’s potential energy.

Fig. 4. Variations in potential energy of RDX system with NVT ensembles during time
period of 100 ps with 0.1 fs time step using ReaxFF potential in different thermal baths

Chemical analysis of species resulting from RDX system decomposition is
shown in Fig. 5 over simulation time for 5 different temperatures.
Decomposition in RDX system has not happened in the temperature range of
1500-3500 K at times less than 130 ps. It is observed that with increasing
temperature induction time for a constant temperature, the number of RDX
molecules decreases. Water is the first stable produced molecule from
decomposition of the system. The number of stable species such as H 2O, N2,
CO, CO2 and H2 are relatively increased with the increase in temperature and
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temperature induction time.

Fig. 5. RDX system particles distribution using ReaxFF potential during time period of
140 fs to 100 ps and 0.1 fs time step for several different temperatures.

Other species introduced are composed of less stable particles. The amounts of
produced stable molecules have direct relation with the temperature level and
induction time. At each selected temperature, the number of other species
increases over time, but decreases with time development and conversion to
more stable molecules. The time and temperature necessary to form hydrogen
molecule is higher than other stable molecules. The total number of particles
produced by the system decomposition has increased with increasing
temperature and induction time of temperature. The variations of total species
proportion with respect to temperature and time are shown in Fig. 6.
Diverse techniques are used for the anticipation of products resulting from
explosion and they are compared with molecular dynamics outcomes with
ReaxFF potential [28, 29]. The reported results in this research which are
executed with the precise ReaxFF potential, have a very good conformity with
the previous results.
The mean molecular mass of other constituent particles of RDX system (midrange particles and molecules other than water, nitrogen, carbon monoxide,
carbon dioxide and hydrogen under name of others) are shown in Fig. 7.
The mean weight of species is reduced with increasing the bath’s temperature
as well as time passes. In other words, the system is developed to equilibrium or
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forming stable particles and lesser molecular weight particles.

Fig. 6. The whole number of RDX system constituent particles during a time interval of
140 fs to 100 ps for several different temperatures with 0.1 fs time step using ReaxFF
potential.

Fig. 7. Illustration of mean molecular mass of other RDX system constituent particles in
time intervals of 140 fs to 100 ps for several different temperatures with 0.1 fs time step
using ReaxFF potential.

The pressure of the system is related to its constituent particle numbers.
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Increasing the temperature of the system leads to an increase in the number of
high-energy particles. Particles with lower weight and with increasing pressure
in the system have a vital role for the initiating steps of the reaction and its
development.
The dependence of the system's complete decomposition time, in which all of
the RDX molecules have been converted to other species, on its temperature is
given in Table 1.
Table 1. Dependence of the system's complete decomposition time on its temperature
Temperature of system
(K)
1500
2000
2500
3000
3500

Decomposition time
(ps)
71.423
15.403
4.623
2.414
1.580

In order to determine the activation energy of RDX system decomposition
reaction, the natural logarithm of the inverted decomposition time for total
decomposed RDX molecules versus inverted temperature have been plotted
using Arrhenius equation as shown in Fig. 8. The slope of this curve determines
an activation energy of 20.230 kcal.mol-1. Using molecular dynamics techniques
and Arrhenius equation, the amount of activation energies for this substance at
two different densities of 0.21 and 2.11 g.ml-1 are calculated respectively to be
26.6 and 23 kcal.mol-1. Considering that the decomposition of this system leads
to the release of energy and development of subsequent reactions, the use of the
required time for degradation of the whole molecules for calculating the
activation energy is more accurate than the method used by Stratchan [23]. The
calculated activation energy in this research was for a defect-free crystalline
nanoparticle.
3.4 Effect of thermal energy transfer to RDX system
From another perspective, applying shockwave to a system is in fact
transferring of thermal energy to the constituent particles in a very short time
interval.
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Fig. 8. Natural log illustration of inverted time, at which the whole RDX molecule is
decomposed, in fs versus inverted temperature

According to the nanoscale dimensions used to simulate and detonation rate of
crystalline RDX is 8750 m.s-1, the decomposition time of system will be about
500 fs. For this purpose, initially thermal energy is applied to the system for a
period of 500 fs in each simulation time step and after this time, the energy
source was removed. These calculations were carried out in the microcanonical
ensemble (NVE conditions). Fig. 9 illustrates how direct heat is applied to the
RDX system. In this model, it is assumed that RDX explosive is placed in an
isolated container with a volume equal to the volume of the substance and walls
with thermal insulations and the aforementioned energy is released
symmetrically to the system in 500 fs.
This external energy is provided by the chemical bonds changes created in
adjacent molecules. External transferred energy initially results in an increase in
the potential energy of the system which is related to breaking of primary bonds
and ultimately reduction in potential energy which related to formation of new
chemical bonds. With the formation of new bonds and stable molecules, a
reduction in the potential energy is observed.
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Fig. 9. Method of applying thermal energy to RDX system, giving energy for 500 fs and
then energy cut-off until 150 ps.

Variations in the potential energy of the system versus time are shown in Fig.
10 for several different impetus energies that equal to different initiating
conditions. Variations in the potential energy of the system were very finite for
impetus energies of 54 kcal.mol-1 and less. This is related to very limited
changes in the chemical bond of the system. In other words, for impetus
energies of 54 kcal.mol-1 and less, the decomposition speed in the system is very
slow to the extent that can be ignored in the simulation conventional time.
Primary increase in potential energy of the RDX system is related to breakdown
of the weakest N-NO2 bond.
Applying thermal energy to the system leads to an increase in temperature.
Variations in the induced temperature of the system is due to the forced thermal
energy flux in 500 fs. The temperature of the system had progressed rapidly
with increasing the stimulant energy as well as reached faster to an equilibrium.
The induced temperature in 500 fs for energy stimulus and the maximum
temperature of the system after energy flux are shown in Fig. 11. Increasing the
induced temperature was in accordance to the thermal energy flux to the system.
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Fig. 10. A comparison in the variations of the potential energy of RDX system versus
time which are excited with several different impetus energies for 500 fs.

Fig. 11. Illustration of the induced temperature to RDX system due to forced thermal
energy flux in 500 fs and the temperature in the system after 150 ps.
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The temperature growth after energy cut-off was due to new chemical bonds
formation and potential energy release that convert to the kinetic energy of the
particles. This is related to very limited changes in the chemical bond of the
system. In other words, for impetus energies of 54 kcal.mol-1 and less, the
decomposition speed in the system is very slow to the extent that can be ignored
in the simulation conventional time.
The produced species from the decomposition of heated RDX system with
different values of impetus energy (thermal energy) are shown in Fig. 12. It is
observed that in a period of 500 fs that induced thermal energy time, partial
system decomposition is happened for each of the energy values. The time
required for complete decomposition of system is proportional to the amount of
impetus energy. Stable species like water is being found after 10 ps.

Fig. 12. Molecules resulting from decomposition of RDX system in several different
time intervals which the thermal energy with different values are transferred for 500 fs
and then removed.
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Fig. 13. Comparison of Total number of species resulting from RDX system
decomposition (left) and mean molecular weight of particles (right) in several different
time intervals and different thermal energy impetus that was transferred to them in 500
fs and then removed.

With the increase in primary impetus energy amount, the time required for the
formation of stable species such as H2O, N2, CO and CO2 has decreased.
Impetus energy values at least 66 kcal.mol-1 and 113 ps time are needed for the
formation of the light species such as H2. With the existence of this species, due
to its further reaction with the surrounding oxygen molecules and the oxidizing
species, it has a great impact on the total output energy.
The dependence of the total number of particle resulting from the
decomposition of the RDX system relative to the time and primary impetus
energy is shown in Fig. 13. The average total number of species resulting from
RDX system decomposition has increased with increasing initial impetus
energy. It is expected that the generated pressure in the system is increased with
increasing in the number of particles due to system decomposition.
The mean system’s pressure is averaged in 1 ps and the results are shown in
Fig. 14. The rate of increase in pressure and its equilibrium amount was
proportional to the initiating power. When decomposition of the system leads to
lighter molecules which proportional to a large number of them, the initiating
power and also output power of the system will be increased.
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Fig. 14. Variations in the mean pressure of RDX system versus time which was exposed
to different values of impetus thermal energy and then cut-off in 500 fs.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this research, chemical reactions in molecular scale of a secondary High
explosive like RDX was investigated in femtosecond time scale using molecular
dynamics techniques and ReaxFF potential.
Considering very short time and high temperature and pressure, knowing
these variations is not possible with the existing experimental techniques. The
effect of shockwave on explosive substance was modelled in a form of constant
temperature induction using NVT ensembles and thermal energy flux using
NVE ensembles. It was shown that if a defect-free RDX disc is placed in a
hypothetical thermal bath with different temperatures, the first broken down
bond is the N-NO2 bond which is in accordance with expectations and reported
results with quantum methods. Variations in the potential energy, type and the
number of molecules of the system due to decomposition are proportional to the
bath’s temperature.
The activation energy of the RDX system with NVT ensemble and the use of
the Arrhenius equation was calculated to be 20.230 kcal.mol -1.
It has been shown that if the hypothetical RDX particle with different thermal
energy is only stimulated for 500 fs, the decomposition rate of the system will
be proportional to the amount of heat transferred to the system. During 500 fs,
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the entire system has not been decomposed completely, but the energy produced
from the formation of several new molecules can continue to complete
decomposition. With the passage of time and increasing stimulation energy, the
average molecular weight of the product decreases which leads to an increase in
the number of products. Impetus energy values at least 66 kcal.mol -1 is needed
for the formation of the light species H2. Because of its low mass and high
energy as well as its secondary reactivity with environment, hydrogen
production path is very important in reaction growth.
Considering the fact that temperature and the pressure of the system are
determinable in each time step, output power of the system can be determined
with the assumption of isolated system during the simulation time.
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